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Team Name
Stefan's Dream
It Just Doesn't Matter
Meyer, Meyer Pants on Fire
Sigma Phi Nothing
What Would Learned Pigs and Scoobie Doo?
Pull-Start Diesel
Voodoo Panties
Neo-Maxi Zoomdweebies
House of Insanity
Non-Essential Government Workers
Mango's Loosemeat Sandwich Assembly RQD
Nuyorican Poet Soiree
Ditka Graduating Magna Cum Laude
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Six Feet Under
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DDD - Delta Delta Delta
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We Are Negan
History 101 : STD's From The Silent Film Era
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Freaks & Geeks & Where to Find Them
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Alpha Delta Far Q
I Quizzed in my Pants
Julia Solo
The Tune Squad
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Total Score
16, 115
15,560
14,895
14,735
14,585
14,110
13,975
13,515
13,3 70
12,905
12,595
12,460
12,395
12,295
11 ,900
11 ,570
11 ,520
11 ,430
11 ,355
10,985
10,975
10,510
10,500
10, 195
10,095
9,910
9,095
8,755
8,175
7,785
7,620
7,340
7, 160
7,120
6,980
6,845
6,605
6,280
5,920
5,660
4,605
4,605
3,935
3,485
2,430
1,845
1,230

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 1
46.81 %

30 points

Question: Since St. Cloud State was founded in 1869, students have been at the core
of everything we do . For 150 years our students have woven a rich history of
ca mpus traditions through participation in organizations and activities that
help give them a well-rounded education. A St . Cloud State organization,
whose name means the "straight path " or the " right path" in Arabic, had its
first campus meeting on October 30, 1931 wi th 11 charter members. It
became the first group of this type on campus . Eve n the Indian Muslim
leader Maulana Shaukat Ali [maw-lana SHAW- kit ali] was an honorary
member of this group. Name this campus men 's group and its first sultan.
Answer: Al Sirat (Group ), Thomas Simons (first Sultan )

97 .87%

2

10 points

Question: According to Dave Barry, what is the mo st po werful force in the universe?
Answer: gossip

95.74%

3

20 points

Question: In March of 2016, some of the Minnesota Twi ns went to a co ncert during
spring training. Whose concert was it and w hat song was dedicated to them
as a thank you for coming to the show?
Answer: Elton John , Your Song

57.45%

4

40 points

Question: There is a quote on the wall as you enter the mu seum at Meteor Crater.
Please tell us the first and last name of the author of that quote.
Answer: Eugene Shoemaker

65.96%

5

25 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 23: Two men in this pictu re went on to act in
much bigger things outside of the Performing Arts Center on the campus of
St. Cloud State. Please give us their stage names and the name of th e
theater production this image was taken from .
Answer: Richard Dean Anderson, Tony Papenfuss, The Threepenny Opera

4.26%

6

60 points

Question: In one of the editions of National Geographic, you turn to page 340 and see
a man selling magazines discarded by soldiers. Just over his right shoulder
we see a Life Magazine. Please give us the first and last name of t he person
on the cover of that Life magazine .
Answer: Patrice Munsel

34.04%

7

30 points

Question: Ronald , a recent graduate of Union High School, heads off to Clayton after
the girl he loves . While unpacking his things we see three how to books he
brought along . What are the three subjects of these books?
Answer: (Play) Baseball, (Play) Football, Sprint

51.06%

8

35 points

Question: According to the story on packaging , the Beatles first album debuted, gas
was 29 cents per gallon, Lawrence of Arabia won Best Picture and we now
had zip codes. What is the year, make and mod el of the car that was t raded
for a small pizza place?
Answer: 1962 Oldsmobile Starfire

87.23%

9

20 points

Question: When Life Magazine moved to a monthly subscription , what was featured on
the cover of the first issue that did not include a human on the cover?
Answer: Mickey Mouse

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 2
60 po ints

2 .13%

Question: 2019 Visua l Trivia Nu mber 17 : Pl ease give us the names of these six apples
rei ntroduced to you by Kraft cara mels.
Answer: Tropica l, Preside ntial , Cla ssic, Dix ie Crun ch , Harvest, CarMa llow

97 .87%

2

10 po ints

Question: El vis Pres ley once had a pet turkey . What was its name?
Answer: Bo wtie

8 5.11 %

3

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06717: What institution of higher learning ha s been credited
w ith the discovery of all things mentioned on thi s list ?
Answer: University of California Berkeley

44.68%

4

45 points

Question: I 'm a dead royal who traveled to Paris to visit some doct ors. What is m y
name and what was I suffering from ?
Answer: Ramses II, fungus infection

91.49%

5

30 points

Question: In this music video, Florence Henderson is the emcee fo r the tal ent show
happening at Sunnydale Preparatory School. What is th e first na me of t hat
school's janitor?
Answer: Lloyd

25 .53%

6

60 points

Question: The editors did a number on a print ad for this sophomore album , replacing
the words wielded, popular, clever and high-rise w ith abused, narcissistic,
naughty and low-rent and even changing the title of the album to "a flimsy
excuse for entertainment" . At least they didn 't call the band a bunch of
vermin. What is the actual title of the album?
Answer: A Tonic For The Troops

80 .8 5%

7

25 points

Question: According to big screen character Barbara Thorson , what ingredi ent s ar e
used in- the purple mix of her Bait Juice Test?
Answer: Acid, Blueberry, Glitter

97.87 %

8

35 points

Question: This television drama series first aired in 1962 and was based on a famed
real life trial lawyer. Please give us the name of the t v show as well as the
famed lawyer's name.
Answer: Sam Benedict, Jacob Erlich

78. 72%

9

20 points

Question: After her 1970 hit, this artist was gifted with a hybrid t ea ro se bearing her
name. Please give us her first and last name and the group tha t did the
creation.
Answer: Lynn Anderson, American Rose Society

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 3
61.70%

60 po ints

Question: According to the televised American Film Instit ute's 100 Years, 100 movies,
who is Halle Barry's all-time favorite actor? First and last name please.
Answer: Jodie Foster

65.96%

2

10 points

Question: 1968 was the year of Nancy Sinatra 's last cha rting song in the top 40 . What
was the song and who was her singing partner on that song?
Answer: Some Velvet Morning, Lee Hazlewood

74.47%

3

20 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 12: According to the packaging featuring this
image, this product has become a favorite item of an establishment in what
US city and state?
Answer: Boulder, Colorado

72.34%

4

40 points

Question: The refrigerator and foosball table in the basement of big screen character
Hogan Malloy both feature a sticker of the same fictio nal school. What is th e
name of this school?
Answer: North Spokane Valley (High School)

27.66 %

5

30 points

Question: Which two towns in Lucky Luke's comic world are you not allowed in if you
are under 16?
Answer: Crazy Town, Fenton Town

29.79 %

6

60 points

Question: 150 years ago this relative grew whiskers. In the issue where it was shown,
there was also a convention mentioned . What was the convention and who
was the full name of the chairperson of the Committee of twelve?
Answer: National Convention of Colored Men of America, John Mercer Langston

93.62%

7

25 points

Question: A college in Minnesota helped start an ad campaign for a major big box sto re
using a Rube Goldberg machine. Please tell us the name of the store in this
ad and the college that produced it.
Answer: Target, St. Olaf

55 .32%

8

35 points

Question: She was born Reba and was the first female artist to have a song become a
million seller. By what name was she better known as?
Answer: Alma Gluck

95.74%

9

20 points

Question: This cartoon series, set in the year 2087, pitted the hero in a battl e against
the evil Darken for control of the world. What was the title of this show?
Answer: Teknoman

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 4
60 points

78 .72 %

Question: 2019 Visua l Trivia Number 22: Be a good housekeeper and tell us the names
of these six gingerbread girls and boys or vice versa .
Answer: Cookie Co lleen, Sweet Singer, Good Skate, Home-Run Harry, Ginger Bear,
Spiffy Sailor

97 .87%

2

10 points

Question: Literary character Ishmael was t he only survivor fro m what ship 7
Answer: Pequod

89.36%

3

20 points

Que sti o n: In 1869, Minnesota purchased a building to house t he new Third State
Normal School. What was the building's original purpose and w hat was its
name once used by the state?
An swer: hotel , Stearns House

38.30%

4

40 points

Question: 719 total points were scored in all the games the Tech High School boys
basketball team played in 1920. How many points were from the Tech team?
An swer: 460

68.09 %

5

25 points

Question : When fictional character David stops by his parent's hou se to pick up hi s
father, Robert Spritzel, hi s mother can be seen handling some music albums.
Both albums are by t he sa m e artist . What is th e name of this artist?
Answe r : Chet Baker

4 .26%

6

60 points

Question : As yo u wa lk through the Sea Life Minnesota Aquarium yo u see two large
plaques designed to look like shi pping labels. The labels include return
addresses for two different cities. Please give us the name of both cities.
Answer: Limeira , Nata l

82.98%

7

25 points

Q~estion: Noble Wil lingham of Wa lker Texas Ranger fame appeared in a pilot episode
for what failed spin off show?
Answer: W*A*L * T * E* R

87.23%

8

35 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06704: In the movie, this future queen was a passe nger
putting on an article of clothing w hile th is song was playi ng. Please give us
the ful l name of this royal.
Answer: Amelia Mignonette Thermopolis Renaldi

91.49%

9

20 points

Question: If you got a red heart you could play on your turntable for Valentine's Da y
roughly 40 years ago, what song was on the A side?
Answer: What You Won 't Do Fo r Love

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 5
38 .30%

60 points

Question: In the ficti onal to wn of Lake Lach ry mose, y ou ca n ha ve a deviled egg
sandwich at a bu siness located ins id e th e intersect ion of what four roads?
Answer: Handl er Street, Herman sen Ave nu e, Goojha Avenue, Welch St reet

70.21%

2

10 points

Question: Even though he isn't a baker, thi s Lou is re sponsi ble for more coo kies in t he
world than anyone since 1998. What is his undergraduate alma mater?
Answer: University of Kansas

97 .87%

3

20 points

Question: This iconic TV car of the 60's was a modified Pontiac GTO . What was it called
and who designed it? First and last name plea se.
Answer: Monkeemobile, Dean Jeffries

91.49%

4

40 points

Question: Mayor Bloomberg signed into law in 2003 a bill that doled out punishm ents
for fans when they step out of line and onto the court or field during any
major sports event. Please give us the first and la st name of the person who
stepped onto the court and inspired that bill.
Answer: Calvin Klein

89.36%

5

30 points

Question: In one question writer's opinion, Larry King's best movie cameo is the one
where he doesn't talk and isn't even played by him. Please give us the first
and last name of the person who played him best .
Answer: Stan Lee

80 .8 5%

6

60 points

Question: "On Atlantic Street, where the choochoos meet, lies the widest street in the
world" is an old fashioned jingle written about which city in which state in the
United States?
Answer: Tullahoma, Tennessee

9 5.74%

7

25 points

Question: In this classic sitcom we see Rose Nylund choose a song on a jukebox while
stuck in a diner on Christmas night. Please give us the song title and artist
that Rose chooses.
Answer: Surfin Safari, Beach Boys

25 .53%

8

35 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the big screen Detective who wo rks for the
Chicago Police Department in District 30, owns a world's greatest dad mug
and isn't supposed to eat gluten?
Answer: Kevin Raines

72. 34%

9

20 points

Question: Any 11 for one dollar was one of the many print advertisements used in
1977 for what company?
Answer: Columbia House OR Columbia Record and Tape Club

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 6
70 points

27 .66%

Question: POP QUIZ! Whose nam es appeared on th e original docum ent establi shing the
Music Pu bli shing Company Acuff-Rose 7 First names on ly.
Answer: Fred, Mildred

78 .7 2%

2

15 points

Question: 2019 Visual Tri v ia Numbe r 08 : Thi s regi stered im age is used on the
packaging for w hat brand of chocolate?
Answer: Milk Boy

68 .09 %

3

20 points

Question: Confusing deals with catches are evil. What is the name of t he co ffee sho p
where death meets up with his horror buddies to complain about hi s ph one
plan7
Answer: Olympic

10 .64%

4

40 points

Question: According to a poster at the music loving Willi am McKinley High School there
is a club dedicated to a certain mythical being. What is thi s club ca ll ed ?
Answer: Nessie Club

82 .98%

5

25 points

Question: In this popular song, a man wants to cheat on hi s wife alter responding to
his wife's written request to cheat on him. What is the name of th e
establishment they find thi s out?
Answer: O'Malley's

74.47 %

6

60 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06715: This music was playing on th e radio th at small screen
Susan was listening to and she says it moved up 17 places. Pl ease give us
the name of the school that Susan was attending at the time .
Answer: Coal Hill

80.,85 %

7

25 points

Question: It's the end of big screen character Paige Morgan 's shilt and she, Eddie and
the other crew are cleaning up the bar. Its Paige's turn to plug th e j ukebox
while they work . What song does she play?
Answer: I Hope That I Don't Fall In Love With You

38.30 %

8

35 po ints

Question: It wasn 't the greatest name, so the American TV band LA Freewa y changed
to Rush Hour. First song they performed as Rush Hour was Brass in Pocket
by rock heroes The Pretenders. What was the name of the concert they were
performing in7
Answer: Classical Gas

57.45 %

9

20 points

Question: In 1984 Kool Aid Man went back in time and recreated the famou s ride of
Paul Revere. Instead of yelling the British are coming, w ho did Kool-Aid Man
yell are coming?
Answer: thirsties

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 7 first half hour
72.34%

30 points

Question: Looking at 20 19 Visual Tri vi a Number 01, image numbered 1, please give us
the name of the school repre sented from this image.
Answer: Belvedere College SJ OR Bel vedere Col lege Society of Jesu s

19.15%

2

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbe red 2, please give us the
name of the school represented from thi s image.
Answer: Port St . Lucie High School

78.72%

3

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 3, please gi ve us
the name of the school represented from this image .
Answer: Jesus College (Cambri dge)

80.85%

4

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 4, please give us the
name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: United States Military Academy OR West Point (wi ll also accept United States
Corps of Cadets Pipes and Drums)

55 .32%

5

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 5, please give us
the name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Cape Breton University

36.17%

6

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 6, please give us the
name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Beverly Hills Hig h School

44.68%

7

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 7, please give us
the name of the school represented from this image .
Answer: Providence Christian School

78.72%

8

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 8, please give us the
name of the school represented from this image .
Answer: Thurstan College

4.26 %

9

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 9, please give us
the name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Polytechnic University of Central America

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 7 second half hour

61.70%

10

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visua l Tr ivia Number 01, image numbered 10, please give us the
name of the school represented from this imag e.
Answer: Uni versity of St. Andre w s

80.8 5%

11

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 11 , please gi ve
us the name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Drury University

72.34%

12

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 12, please give us the
name of the schoo l represented from this image.
Answer: Queen's University

34 .04%

13

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Vi sual Trivia Number 01 , image numbered 13, please give
us the name of the school repre sented from thi s image.
Answer: Buffalo State University

31.91 %

14

30 points

Question: From 2019 Vis ual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 14, please give us the
name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Brita nnia Royal Naval College (Dartmo uth )

80.85%

15

30 points

Question: Looking at 20 19 Visual Trivi a Number 01, image numb ered 15, please give
us the name of th e schoo l represented from t his image.
Answer: St . Aloysius ' College (G lascow)

80.8 5%

16

30 points

Question: From 2019 Visua l Trivia Number 01, image numbered 16, please give us the
name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Centennial Secondary

65.96%

17

30 points

Question: Looking at 2019 Visua l Tri via Number 01, image numb ered 17, please give
us the name of the school represented from this image.
Answer: Harvard University

85 .11%

18

30 po int s

Question: From 2019 Visual Trivia Number 01, image numbered 18, please give us the
name of the schoo l represented from this image .
Answer: Central Phillipine Uni versi t y

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 8
48.94%

60 points

Question : According to the now defunct F.E. Myers & Bro Company care and
maintenance manual, if you fail to get water, what are the first three things
yo u check before you ca ll a service man?
Answer: power, circuit OR fu se, pressure switch

93.62%

2

10 points

Question: Jack and Jenny are the male and female names for what animal?
Answer: Donkey

70.21%

3

20 points

Question: The human interactions of placing pins on a map indicating th e location of
hometowns is a movement that shows the importance of region s in yo ur
env ironment. This sentence contains seven words that are the themes of
what?
Answer: geography

80.85%

4

40 points

Question: Highlights has Goofus and Gallant. Who did Juicy Fruit Gum have?
Answer: Dopey Dan, Safety Sam

68.09%

5

25 points

Question: If you add one letter and substitute another from the name of the candy
commonly known as the freshmaker, yo u wi ll have descri bed every living
thing you find at the bottom of the Mississippi ri ver . What word are we
talking about?
Answer: benthos

87.23%

6

60 po ints

Question: At the 2018 Cokato Corn Carnival, there were severa l prizes that drawings
were held for. Please give us the first and last name of the person who wo n
the Wednesday Evening cash drawing of $1,500.00 as well as the town she
is from .
Answer: Shannon Jex, Hutchinson

42.55%

7

25 points

Question: Lyrically speaking, who likes singing Stand By Me beca use she knows all the
words by heart?
Answer: Jennifer

57.45 %

8

35 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06721: Please give us the name of the artist performing this
song.
Answer: Ice JJ Fish

91.49%

9

20 points

Question: In September of 1966, who becomes the first rock group to appear at the
Monterey Jazz Festival?
Answer: Jefferson Airplane

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 9
60 points

6.38%

Question: Th is album was record ed in Florida years ago on a 16 track ADAT and 18
ca ses of bee r. It was ded icated to the mem ory of Stewart Berg and Action
Mike w as res pon si ble for th e co ver art, w hi ch featu red two classic cars with
Tom Gro sse in the number 13 car and T . Jo hnso n in th e nu mber seven car.
What is the name of this album?
Answer: Six Packs and Race Tracks

8 7.23 %

2

10 points

Question: What was Ariana Grande referring to when she t weeted thi s "is neve r fun
and never results in anything but violence and mi sery" ?
Answer: Monopoly

63.83 %

3

20 points

Question: The graduating class of 1921 gifted St. Cloud State with a m emorial that sat
in the Old Main building until its demise in 1947. What was the name gi ven
to the original piece their memorial was replicated from?
Answer: Winged Victory of Samothrace OR Winged Nike

72.34%

4

40 points

Question: The personal computer trivia game Factactics has you answering quest ions
for points. If you are right, the computer says your an swer is correct . If the
game thinks you are close enough to the correct an swer, w hat does the
computer tel l you?
Answer: your answer is acceptable

80.85%

5

30 points

Question: In this movie, Sam goes to New York City for a scholastic decathlon. Whil e
there a sto rm causes him to seek shelter in a library and to stay w arm they
resorted to burning books . What book was under protection by another
survivor?
Answer: bible

6.38%

6

60 points

Question: 20 19 Visual Trivia Number 09: He was an innocent victim of "academic
excellence". On the 20th anniversary of his passing, three faithful students
cut Sunday mid-term exams to visit the resting place of this loyal friend w ho
brought happiness in childhood. Whose tombstone did they vi sit?
Answer: Easter Bunny

29.79%

7

25 points

Question: Cassandra Mack won the Rainbow Ironkids Triathlon in Phoenix in 1987 with
a record time of 28 minutes and 32 seconds. Please give us the first and last
name of the person whose record she broke.
Answer: Cassandra Mack

80.85 %

8

35 points

Question: When Theodore Cleaver was cast as a canary in the school play , stage fright
kept him from playing the part. What part did he end up playing?
Answer: mushroom

68 .09%

9

20 points

Question: Known for penning such classics as "Take this Job and Shove it" , this
sometimes controversial artist had an unusual living venue when he moved
to Nashville. Give us the name of the artist and his living arrangement .
Answer: David Allen Coe, hearse

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 10
36.17 %

60 points

Question: Did yo u know Harlie overviews twitter and Olivia twitters wherever> They
may one day, but those two-three word statements really are anagrams for
what contest-related five word sentence?
Answer: we love the tri v ia writers

72.34%

2

15 points

Question: Hand s in Harmony graces a building on the campus of St. Cloud State
University. Plea se give us the first and last name of th e artist who crea t ed it.
Answer: Nasser Pirasteh

76.60%

3

20 points

Question: In a case of mistaken identity, what livin g British-America n had hundreds of
people pay their respects on his Hollywood Walk of Fame star in 2009? First
and last name please .
Answer: Michael Jackson

53.19%

4

40 points

Question: If1you followed the guide for the Art Walk of Missoula self-guided tour in
2017 and again in 2018, you would have noticed that one of the pieces in
the first 40 on the list had changed. Please give us the names of both of
those pieces of art.
Answer: Wagon Wheel, Zacc Mural

44.68%

5

30 points

Question: A famous TV detective is investigating the murder of Professor Rusk at
Freemont College in the parking garage. What word is represented on the
license plate of the car owned by Professor Rusk?
Answer: Criminology

57.45%

6

60 points

Question: In a press release, Disney exclaimed the Swe dish actress starring in this
movie was toothsome enough to make a mummy drool even though the
movie wasn' t about mummies, What is the name of this movie they were
trying to promote that was based on a book?
Answer: The I sland at the Top of the World

59.57%

7

25 points

Question: In this story, the Icicle Works is a factory churning out medicine. What was
the actual name of the Icicle Works?
Answer: Altam ycin Incorporated

72 .34%

8

35 points

Question: In this show, Diane returns home for the first tim e in five years for her
father's funeral. While her father is decomposing in the chair covered in bags
of ice, her brothers are watching what sporting event? Year and event
please .
Answer: 1986 World Series

87.23%

9

20 points

Question: In Jun e of 2014, what city in Florida became host to the State's first
nighttime LGBT parade?
Answer: St. Petersburg

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 11
60 points

4.26%

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 10: This image is from an ad that stated the
winte r season is another rea son to buy this product. What company and
product is this ad for?
Answer: Purina Dog Food

87.23%

2

10 points

Question: Mace is the outer covering of which spice?
Answer: nutmeg

63 .83%

3

20 points

Question: Please give us the full name of the person who is fortieth in line to succeed
Queen Elizabeth and probably his only chance to sit in her chair wo uld be if
there was a King Ralph moment and he was sick for picture day.
Answer: Leopold Ernest Augustus Guelph Windsor

17.02%

4

45 points

Question: Rufus T. Logan, in a speech entitled "Can we have Economic Growth in an
Affluent Society", spoke at a St. Cloud State campus event. Please give us
the full name of this event.
Answer: Winter Institute in Economic Education for Business Teachers

82.98%

5

25 points

Question: In a certain song's lyrics, the singer explains that his school is number one in
the state and he got his letter for his sweater by being in what two sports?
Answer: football, track

80.85%

6

60 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06724: Please give us the actor's first and last name heard
speaking in this clip.
Answer: James Harrell

74.47%

7

25 points

Question: On the small screen, what is the brand of cigarette Greg Brady didn 't get into
trouble for trying?
Answer: Valiant

48.94%

8

35 points

Question: In 2018, Time magazine published an article with a list and number three on
that list says eat like an Italian. What is the title of the article?
Answer: Eight Weight Loss Strategies That Actually Work

68.09%

9

20 points

Question: Mexican Village restaurant in St. Cloud ha s been around since 1978, but
another Mexican Village has been around serving Minnesota eight years
longer. Their name has changed and so have their offerings, but they are still
just as popular. Where can you find them?
Answer: Minnesota State Fair

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 12
0.00%

100 points

Question: What is the title of the book written by the never seen big screen author
Rachel Jaros7
Answer: Like Fire and Powder

72.34%

2

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06322: Name the movie this audio clip is from.
Answer: Tomb Raider

74 .47%

3

20 points

Question: In 1961, 7-Up published a recipe booklet that included a page dedicated to
molding a pretty sa lad . Plea se tell us the last recipe fou nd on the Mold a
Pretty Salad page.
Answer: Jellied Tomato Olive Mold

31.9 1%

4

40 points

Question: History tells us that Bartolomeu Dias discovered the Cape of Good Hope in
1488, but what other D word did the 1950 Information Please Alm anac use
to explain the event?
Answer: doubled

76.60%

5

25 points

Question: Just over 25 years ago this fabled Minnesotan lost his fish house over a girl
and a fishing rod. Please give us the first and last name of this character.
Answer: John Gustafson

68.09%

6

60 points

Question: In the 1956 children's book Bingo and The Lost Kitten, we see a slate with
Family Notes on it. Please tell us the three notes .
Answer: Betty Ann (to) Dentist, Pay Coal Bill, Get Peanut butter

38.30%

7

25 points

Question: One was a fictional television doctor, the other was a real novelist and
playwright and the only thing they probably have in common is their first and
last name . What name are we referring to?
Answer: Samuel Beckett

65 .96%

8

35 points

Question: In Peter Travers introduction to John Wilson 's Official Razzie Movie Guide,
several film s are mentioned. Which films mentioned were not nominated for
a Razzie7
Answer: Citizen Kane, To Have and Have Not

80 .85%

9

20 points

Question: In this long running sitcom we hear Phoebe Buffay trying to sell toner to man
named Earl. Please give us the specific food item sitting on his desk.
Answer: Instant Lunch OR Ramen

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 13
60 points

44.68%

Question: Homecoming arrived at Saint Cloud State in 1925 and the homecoming
queen was first crowned in 1940. But why not a king? Plea se give us the first
and last name of Saint Cloud State's first homecoming king crowned, the
year he was crown ed, and the campus entity that sponsored him.
Answer: Chuck LeMaire, 1974, Holes Hall

80 .8 5%

2

10 points

Question: In what city and state was the first Taco Bell located?
Answer: Downey, California

72.34%

3

20 points

Question: Lyrically speaking , what was the last name of Vincent Furn ier 's pastor in
1973?
Answer: Smith

31.91 %

4

40 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 19: In 1929, this snow plow was parked in front
of Pearson 's in Two Harbors. What was the plow attached to?
Answer: school bus

63.83 %

5

25 points

Question: This former professional baseball player appeared in 14 all-star games , was
named MVP twice and was inducted into the Hall of Fame the first year he
was eligible. During his off-seasons, he served as organizer for the Mail
Order and Warehouse workers in the Chicago area . Please give us hi s first
and la st name.
Answer: Ernie Banks

8 .51 %

6

60 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the television character w hose sto ry
"When Getting Hit By A Car Is The Best Thing That Ever Happened To You"
was the top trending article on the board for the week.
Answer: Cara Bloom

12.77%

7

25 points

Question: This millionaire wise guy once mistook a rake for a working girl on a popular
television show . Please give us the first and last name of that millionaire.
Answer: Ken Jennings

17.02%

8

35 points

Question: Name the former city in northern Minnesota that only existed for three years
and was the seat of the United States land use office for two of those years.
Answer: Buchanan

59.57%

9

20 points

Question: Pedrick and Dwi ght petitioned to have this name, just not at the same time .
Another thing they shared was the top 40 chart in 1979, at one time placing
their songs back-to-back at numbers 13 and 12, respectively. By what stage
names do we know these two better as?
Answer: Elton John, Robert John

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 14
4 .2 6%

1

60 points

Question : From an advertising standpoi nt, what was the name of the album Monument
Records considered their fou r million and first?
Answer: Homer Louis Randolph, III

78.72%

2

10 points

Question: Roman invaders in 52 BC ca ll ed this city Lutecia, meaning marshy place.
Wh at do we call t his city today ?
Answer: Paris

78.72%

3

20 points

Q uesti o n: On the first 2019 episode of Monday Night Raw , w hat did Terry Bo llea's shirt
say?
Answer: Mean Gene-O-Mania

61.70%

4

40 points

Question : Please give us the first and last names of the two former Grand Ole Opry
members who were both laid to rest on December twenty-third, 1999 .
Answer: Hank Snow, Marion Worth

59.57%

5

25 points

Question : What is the name of the band shown in the upper most poster located to the
left of the st ove in the fictional Lambda Lambda Lambda fraternity hou se?
A nswe r : The Beatles

0 .00%

6

60 points

Question: During the Eagles vs. Outlaws championship this year, thi s player went to
center ice and did the "Flossy Dance" after scoring the second goal for the
Eag les . Please give us the na me of t his Eagles p layer.
Answe r : Ethan Grafnitz

51.06%

7

25 points

Que stio n: What Minnesota company's products are advertised as uncomplicated,
unapologetic and authentic?
Answer: Heggies Pizza

76 .60%

8

35 points

Questio n: Audio Trivia #06745: Please give us the first and last name of the actor who
starred in this commercial .
Answer: Paul Rudd

57.45%

9

20 points

Que stion: The first time we see big screen character Mitch Taylor entering what will be
his home on campus we see a fe ll ow student playing a video game. What is
t he title of th is game?
Answer: Food Fight

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 15
2.13 %

1

60 points

Question: 20 19 Visual Trivia Number 11: What is the name given to this game
cha racte r?
Answer: Simple Simon

27.66%

2

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06716: What product is this man singing about?
Answer: Pokemon Eevee

80 .8 5%

3

20 points

Q uestion: In this cartoon , Johnny Cat attends a college for cats. When Johnny is asked
to give hi s history report, it is not delivered as the professor requested,
resulting in Johnny having to wear a dunce hat and his girl gi vin g back his
frat pin. What class was Johnny attending when th is occurred>
A nswe r: Swingology

51.06%

4

40 points

Questi on: According to a certain book as told by the author wi th the initials P.C.S. ,
what are the five predators of groundhogs, including the one crossed out>
Answe r: fo x, birds of prey, dog, coyote, squirrel

59.57%

5

25 points

Question : Please tel l us what is on the hand of the first zombie t o break through the
ground of the small graveyard on Gennesault Island. Yo u must be comp lete.
Answe r : Yarmouth Academy class ring

23.40%

6

60 points

Quest ion : On June seventh, 1976, Calvin R. Griffith sent a letter to St. Stephen,
Minnesota regard ing a supporter of America 's pastime . Please give us the
first and last name of that baseball supporter.
Answe r: Joseph Trobec

53 .19%

7

25 points

Quest ion : This country of roug hly 83 million hold s an annual popularity contes t put on
by one of their more popu lar magazines. In 2012 , Selena Gomez wo n gold
and Rihanna won silver in one of the categories. Who took home bronze>
Answe r : Taylor Swift

36.17%

8

35 points

Questi on : My mind at war? A span of 26 years marked th e first appearance and last
appearance of this musica l group on the campus of SCSU. Name the group
and the years they performed here .
Answer: Smithereens, 1988, 2014

80 .85%

9

20 points

Q ue stion: Please give us the first and last name of the guard that was tased in the
original fi lm National Treasure.
A nsw e r: Nigel Ferguson

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 16
74.47%

70 points

Question: POP QUIZ ! In t hi s sitcom we see a group of gu ys from Caltech trapped in a
Urologist 's basement . Please give us the name of th e ga m e Sheldo n is
play ing when t hey first rea lize they are stuck.
Answer: Centipede

87.23%

2

10 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06706 : Just when you thought it wa s safe to get back in the
water. Please give us the name of this song you can't get out of your head?
Answer: Baby Shark

87 .2 3%

3

20 points

Question: In the book " Part Time Princess", the princess invites a dragon to tea to find
dut why he is so crabby. Why is he so crabby?
Answer: His little brother melted his crayons

36 .17%

4

40 points

Question: In the 2014 movie The Pirate Fairy we see a group of fairies on a mission to
open a treasure chest. Please give us the title of the book that holds the key
to the treasure chest.
Answer: Treasure Island

46.8 1%

5

25 points

Question: It would be a blessing to see a group of these Scottish nationals, and w ith
the help of genetics, it might happen some day. Please tell us what group we
are referring to.
Answer: unicorns

74.47%

6

60 points

Question: In the first episode of an animated series released in 2019 , a male reporter
for Channel Nine news came up with the event he called Snackpopalypse
when the town quit making what snack food?
Answer: Poppins

91.49 %

7

30 points

Question: What crime fighting duo are idolized by a Porifera and a Choriaster
Granulatus?
Answer: Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy

76 .60 %

8

35 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the literary character who became a traitor
to his siblings over his magical addiction to sugar and starch candy?
Answer: Edmund Pevensie

61. 70%

9

20 points

Question: Two couples from two different Disney movies were in attendance for El sa's
coronation . Who were these two couples?
Answer: Flynn Rider, Rapunzel; Tiana, Naveen

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 17 first half hour
40 points

72.34%

Question: Audio Trivia # 06703: What is the name of the school the person heard here
will be attend ing ?
An swe r: South Harmon Institute of Technolog y

10.64%

2

40 points

Question: Audio Trivi a #06701: The person hea rd here just rode off a cliff to a standing
ovation . What is the name of the in stitution he attends 7
Answer: Padua High School

91.49%

3

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06719: Please give us the full name of the school associated
with this clip.
Answer: Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry

63.83%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06728: Please give us the name of the school associated with
this clip.
Answer: Madison Prep OR Madison Academy

78.72%

5

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06732: What is the name of the school associated with this
clip?
Answer: Monster's University

10.64%

6

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06740: Please give us the name of the school associated with
this clip.
Answer: Adams College

38.30%

7

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06731: Please tell us the name of the school associated with
this clip.
Answer: Wellesley College

89.36%

8

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06736: What is the name of the school associated w ith this
clip?
Answer: Harri so n University

82.98%

9

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #0672 5: What is the name of the school associated with this
clip?
Answer: Astoria Elementary

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 17 second half hour

2.13%

10

40 points

Question: Aud io Trivia # 06748: What is th e full name of t he sch oo l associated with t his
cli p7
Answer: Sh eldon R. Weinberg Military Academ y

74.47%

11

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06744: Please give us the name of the school asso ci at ed wi th
this clip .
Answer: Sky High

87 .2 3%

12

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06743: Please give us the full name of the school the person
heard here teaches at.
Answer: Horace Green Prep

80.8 5%

13

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06711: What is the name of the school associated with thi s
clip?
Answer: George Washington Military Academy

10.64%

14

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06707: Please give us the name of the school associated w ith
this clip .
Answer: Grand Lakes University

78.72%

15

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06739: What is the name of the school these two attend?
Answer: University of Ithaca

72.34 %

16

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06742: What is the name of the University associated wi th this
clip7
Answer: Notre Dame

4 8. 94%

17

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06705: Please give us the name of the school associated with
this clip .
Answer: Faber College

2.1 3%

18

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06702: Please tell us the name of the school associated with
this clip .
Answer: Metro City State

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 18
60 points

46.81 %

Question: Held through 1977, Saint Cloud State students swam across the Mississippi
River to mark the sta rt of sp ring . Plea se tell us the first and last name of the
first Saint Cloud State student to successfull y undertake this challenge.
Answer: Charles Everhart

95.74%

2

10 points

Question: Officially, what flowers are you expected to buy for your significant other
when celebrating your fortieth wedding anniversary 7
Answer: nasturtium

78 .72%

3

20 points

Question: Kowalski always had a thing for Doris the dolphin, but she only liked him as
a friend. One day someone approached Kowalski with a message from Doris
that led to a meeting with her and a plan to help save her brother. What was
the name and species of the messenger 7
Answer: Parker (the) Platypus

59 .57 %

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06741: While this song is playing in the movie, it is being
measured on a meter that has 13 levels. What is level number seven?
Answer: Foreigner

23.40%

5

25 points

Question: These two Outsiders co-stars ended up playing the same role in different
movies that were released in the same month and year. Please give us the
name of that movie and the stage names of the two actors.
Answer: War of the Worlds, Tom Cruise, C. Thomas Howell

59.57 %

6

60 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 18: This gazebo is named for a Bandmaster.
Please give us his first and last name and his most celebrated composition.
Answer: Charles Zimmerman, Anchors Aweigh

95.74%

7

25 points

Question: This famously named· oncologist worked with President Trump on a cancer
fundraiser years ago. The two finally met a short time after that. Plea se give
us the first and last name of that oncologist.
Answer: Donald Trump

85.11%

8

35 points

Question: It's the holidays but there's no time to spend shopping or caroling when
there are thousands of people stuck in the cloud belt with the fish and the
sharks. What TV town is this cloud belt hovering over?
Answer: Sardicktown

80 .85%

9

20 points

Question: Pulp Fiction has the actor and Ted 2 has the character that share a name.
What name is it7
Answer: Sam L. Jackson

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 19
48.94%

1

60 points

Question: JF Kruse Jewelers, a St. Cloud based establishment, sported a billboard
around Christmas season of 2017. On that billboard, what was listed as Man
Ti p Number 24?
Answer: I don 't need a gift really means she wants jewelry

97.87%

2

10 po ints

Question: One of Johnny Depp's characters was pretty good around a bush. Others call
it a shrub. What is the name given to the art of trimming them?
Answer: topiary

82 .98%

3

20 points

Question: This actor was once selected to play a superhero in a li ve action film. He
finally got his chance in 2018 to play the role, but as a voice actor. Please
give us the stage name of this actor and the superhero he played .
Answer: Nicholas Cage, Superman

68. 09 %

4

40 points

Question: This paper ad has a cat hanging kittens up in socks , each kitten a different
color, thus demonstrating the variety of colors the advertised desk product
co mes in. Of the nine colors listed , please tell us the specific names of the
colors brown and purple.
Answer: beaver brown, tulip purple

19.15%

5

25 points

Question: A plaster relief portrait of St. Cloud State faculty member Isabel Lawrence
hangs in University archives. When the relief was created, two others were
created and then honored by St. Cloud State in a campus-wide ceremony.
Please give us the first and last name of the artist and the first and last
names of the other two individuals depicted in reliefs .
Answer: Otto Dallman (artist), Darius Steward, Beulah Douglas

27 .66%

6

75 points

Question: This Minnesotan turned comic book reviewer once reviewed Jack Kirby's
2001: A Space Odyssey issue number one . During the review he talks about
the scientific accuracy of a creature's head on the right side of the page and
comments on it being the ancestor of what big screen movie character?
Answer: Zardoz

93.62%

7

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06734: While this song was playing in a movie, a family was
enjoying a game of baseball. Three additional people offer to join in the
game . Please give us the first names of those three.
Answer: James, Laurent, Victoria

40.43%

8

35 points

Question: This 2020 presidential hopeful was once kicked off an American television
talk show. He boasted about his arrest record and informs us he doesn't use
soa p or one other hygiene product. Please give us his legal name and ot her
hygiene product he doesn't use.
Answer: Sexy Vegan, toilet paper

91.49%

9

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the big screen character also known as the
Wizard of Atari-Sega-Nendo?
Answer: Valentin Avellan

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 20
60 points

2.13 %

Question: Near St . Paul 's Como Park Carousel you wi ll find a list of music played by a
Wurli t zer Military Band Organ. Plea se tell us the name of song number nine.
Answer: I've Got a Lovely Bunch of Coconuts

95.74%

2

10 points

Question: Plea se tell us the first and last name of the quarterback who was trad ed in
1987 from the Chicago Bears to the New England Pat r iots.
Answer: Doug Flutie

93 .62%

3

20 points

Question: The numbers 8307-921 and 3654-260 belong to whom? First and la st names
and either alias please.
Answer: Harry Lyme, Marvin Murchins, Wet Bandits OR Sticky Bandits

14.8g%

4

40 points

Question: Minnesota received a total of one half million of these from Oregon between
1967 and 1968 as a way to help our environment. What were they and
where were they originally going7
Answer: coho sa lmon eggs, Lanesboro State Fish Hatchery

63.83%

5

2 5 points

Question: What phrase can be seen on the ceramic tiles on the wa ll behind stove at th e
house of the mother of big screen character Portia Nathan ?
Answer: Eat the rich

31.91 %

6

60 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 25: I was born from a tree in 2011 to stand as
watchman of the stage over what ugly local sporting event that ended it s run
in front of me just last year?
Answer: Vilification Tenni s

74.47%

7

25 points

Question: What televis ion variety show ran for only three months on the Dumont
Network in 19497
Answer: The School House

63 .83%

8

35 points

Question: This Minnesota native broke the ultimate streak in sports entertainment. He
was also the cover person for the 2017 game for that industry . Please tell us
his first and last name.
Answer: Brock Lesnar

97.87%

9

20 points

Question: What does the epitaph on Minnesota Fat's headstone read7
Answer: Beat every livi ng creature on earth. St. Peter, rack em up. Fats

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 21
59.57%

60 points

Question: Theodore Slauson, the Ken Jennings of the Price is Right, managed to make
it on stage once with a perfect bid on a recliner. What color pattern number
did he choose for his?
Answer: 71

87.23%

2

10 points

Question: This half hour comedy western featured characters such as Harold Sikes,
Little Bear, and Chief Eagle Shadow. What is the stage name of the actor
who played Chief Eagle Shadow?
Answer: Lon Chaney Jr.

89.36%

3

20 points

Question: There is a fictional set of ingredients listed on a box of cereal promoted by
The New Day. One of these ingredients is VKM. What does VKM stand for?
Answer: Vincent Kennedy McMahon

12.77%

4

40 points

Question: What was stolen from the home of the honorable Mayor Dave Kleis of Granite
City Radio Theatre fame?
Answer: trident

89.36%

5

25 points

Question: This St. Cloud State alum was a two time member of the U.S. Olympic
athletic delegation at the Summer Games in 1992 and 1996. Please give us
the sport that person played and the first and la st name of the athlete .
Answer: handball, Tami Jameson

63.83%

6

75 points

Question: The Senior Class of 1954 at Aitkin Minnesota High School participated in a
Senior Class Will. Don Blount didn 't have time to will something. What was
he busy doing? Please be specific
Answer: trying to contact Marilyn Monroe on his short wave radio set

74.47% .

7

30 p_o ints

Question: On the last day of business of Red Hook Records , fictional character Sam
Fisher walks into the store and looks around . Looking at the record s she
comments to the owner that he can't sell this record for three dollars. What
is the name of the artist and title of the record she is referring to?
Answer: Tom Waits, Rain Dogs

76.60%

8

35 points

Question: When Rhys Darby searches the internets for about 30 seconds and pulls up
sites from BBC, The Telegraph and Conde Nast Traveler, what does he find
out?
Answer: New Zealand is being lelt off World maps!

19.15%

9

20 points

Question: What is the nickname of the fictional Marion Barry High School?
Answer: Pitbulls

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 22
60 points

21.28 %

Question: On a Departm ent of Justice series , we see Frederic k Carlton and Kenny
Loggi ns getting pulled over in the fiddl er va n at t he beginn ing of the episode.
They as k police officers three tri via question s with the chance of get ting
pr izes . Plea se giv e us the three pri zes offered .
Answer: ball oo n animal , hand buzzer, death ( for losi ng )

6 1. 7 0%

2

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06708: Please give us the name of th e ch aract er heard here.
Answer: Batman

93.62%

3

20 points

Question: Please tell us what magic item is found in the Palace of Darkness as well as
the character who is trying to retrieve it.
Answer: hammer, link

78 .72%

4

40 points

Question: In the board game Adventures in Neopia, the person playing a Random
Event card with a Red Scorchio on it is allowed to take a Random Ev ent card
from another player. What is the Scorchio holding that ex plains the card?
Answer: Sticky Hand

25.53 %

5

25 points

Question: This recent employee of the Smithsonian's National Museum of American
History spent part of her first year on a road trip, blogging all the way. In her
eyes, her area of study has had effects on immigration, business and
transportation and has even changed some areas of technology . Please give
us this employees first and last name and her area of experti se .
Answer: Theresa Mcculla, Beer OR Brewing

68.09%

6

100 points

Question: This Minnesota born mayor who died in 2017, served as a US Army Sergeant
and also played for the Minnesota Rox. Please give us hi s first and last name
and his wins and losses while pitching for the Rox .
. Answer: Dona_ld Reber; 4 (wins), 14 (losses)

57.45%

7

30 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 04: Like most packaging today, the top of the box
of the mint variety of the product that uses this image as part of its logo
features a company slogan. Once you open the package, there is another
short phrase on the small side flaps that are tucked in. What is thi s short
phrase?
Answer: Rock On!

78. 72 %

8

35 points

Question: What character from MadTV makes a cameo on a tour bus for Meg and the
Griffins?
Answer: Ms. Swan

93 .62%

9

20 points

Question: Whose van did Zak Bagans purchase for his Las Vegas museum? Occupation ,
first and last name please.
Answer: Dr. Jack Kevorkian

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 23
61.70%

60 poi nts

Question: In thi s comic story, Denny and his two fri end s start a pretzel business and
expand ed it to include chips with fl avors li ke pa rsnip, yucca, sweet potato,
t aro and batata . With th e help of Nati onal Co mmercial Bank, their business
went glo bal. What is the name of their business?
Answer: FED Foods

82.98%

2

10 points

Question: Do you believe in miracles? Name the person, first and last name, who
served as Saint Cloud State's last Division Three m en 's hockey coach .
Answer: Herb Brooks

65 .96%

3

20 points

Question: This entrepreneur owns the To Fur With Love pet shop and graduat ed from
Hofstra University. What is the first and last name of this TV Charact er7
Answer: Kathleen Racowski

93. 6 2%

4

40 points

Question: Please give us the four characters whose names appear on the Star Wars
Jedi Unleashed game board .
Answer: Count Dooku, Jango Fett, Reek, Yoda

36 .17%

5

30 points

Question: In the disclosure advertisement of the St. Cloud Times Newspaper dated
April 9, 1864, how much did it cost to have 20 copies delivered to one
address for one year?
Answer: 20 dollars

17 .02%

6

80 points

Question: In the opening scene of this zombie music video, the comedic teacher is
listing the leading things exported from South America . Please tell us what
those four things are.
Answer: cheese balls , dust, saints, weasels

9 1.49%

7

30 points

Question: Chase and Jacob are two brothers that fight animals that are still around
from when the dinosaurs roamed this planet. What is the last name of these
two brothers and what television show do they appear on?
Answer: Landry, Swamp People

59. 57%

8

35 points

Question: This NCAA basketball player went on to become on of the most watched
video gamers on the internet. Rumor has it he also ha s a pet caterpillar.
Please tell us the screen name he currently goes by .
Answer: Doctor Disrespect

74 .47%

9

20 points

Question: When post Matrix Keanu Reeves meets up with Laurence Fishburne on the
big screen for help, how many rounds does Laurence allow Keanu to leave
with for his gun?
Answer: seven

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 24
60 po ints

48. 94%

Question : In the 1960's thi s now famous Ice Tea company put out a soup reci pe book .
Please tel l us wha t str uct ure is pi ctured with the Vegetable soup recipe on
pa ge 23.
Answer: Lean ing Tower of Pi sa

59 .57%

2

10 poi nts

Question: Salvador Dali created a lot of art. What was the titl e of t he one that could be
found w here music was sold back in 1955?
Answer: Lonesome Echo

95 .74%

3

20 po ints

Question: This TV show ran from June to December of 1975 and was supposed t o be
hosted by Larry Bly den . He passed away before produ cti on. Pl ease gi ve us
the name of the show and the person who ended up hosting it.
Answer: Showoffs, Bobby Van

65 .96%

4

40 points

Question : 2019 Visua l Trivia Number 14: What are tattooed on t hi s m an's feet and
what do they mean?
Answer: rooster (and) pig, save a sailor from drowning

76 .6 0%

5

30 points

Question : A few yea rs back Weird Al and Jack White shared a cup of coffee at a famou s
restaurant. In the background was a famous booth and abo ve the booth was
a jacket belonging to what organization?
Answer: Road Kings

8 .51 %

6

100 points

Question: Please give us t he first and last name of the Minnesotan w ho owned th e
rights to an alum inum-body guitar and sold the idea to Fender in t im e for
t heir fortieth anniversary .
Answer: Richard Hauer

53 .19%

7

30 poi nts

·Question: Remember the scene in t he Kingsman when Galahad locked the doo r and
proceeded to take out the entire gang in the pub 7 Th is sce ne played out in a
song ro ughly 35 years earlier, but it wasn 't Galahad and the gang wa s a
group of brothers. What was the last name of the brothers?
Answer: Gatlin

65 .96 %

8

35 points

Question: Where would you have been if you were listening to th e Hempst ead , Long
Island High School Marching band on the evening of May 28th , 1946?
Answer: Yankee Stadium

97 .87%

9

20 points

Question: What University, located across the pond , started offering doctoral d egrees
in comics studies in 2015?
Answer: Lancaster

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 25
74.47%

60 points

Question: This book family had a butler named Alfred, a yacht named Falcon er and the
unfortunate problem of getting murdered, six in all. The seventh took himself
out. If you figured out their murders, you could ha ve received a nice check in
the mail. What was the last name of this family who seemed to ha ve nearly
everyone out to get them>
Answer: Robins

70.21%

2

10 points

Question: What University was Bootsy Collins affiliated with in 1997?
Answer: Fresh Outta P

76 .60 %

3

20 points

Question: Who was the first American to die in combat in Vietnam and on what date?
Answer: James Davis, December 22, 1961

89.36%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06712: Please give us the eye opening brand and product this
person is feeling refreshed about.
Answer: Coast soap

55.32%

5

30 points

Question: Please give us the stage name of the British actress who, on the big screen,
never put it in writing how ha-ha funny it was to watch three men in a boat.
Answer: Julia Nelson

6.38%

6

80 points

Question: This local entrepreneur won the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally Hog Master People's
Choice Award in 2004 and 2005. Who is he, first and last name , and in what
city and state did he get his start in?
Answer: Warren Arnold, Clayton, New Mexico

48.94%

7

30 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the actor who makes a cameo
appearance in The Little Mermaid while portraying a character from another
movie which he is the star of.
Answer: Don Knotts

80.8 5%

8

35 points

Question: Three men for the 1980 St. Cloud State baseball tea m played Major League
Baseball . Name them, first and last name, and the first Major League
Baseball teams they played for.
Answer: Jim Eisenreich, Minnesota Twins ; Bob Hegman , Kansas City Royals; Dana
Kiecker, Boston Red Sox

85.11 %

9

20 points

Question: What was the result of the first drive in the 2019 NFC Championship game?
Answer: Field Goal

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 26
100.00%

*

1

70 points

Question: POP QUIZ' They don't serve soup or reside in bowling alleys, but the y do
have a great mascot whose voice was also heard in Sonic . What business are
we referring to ?
Answer: Chuck E Cheese

93.62%

2

10 points

Question: Please give us the title of the song and the arti st w ith the following lyrics:
"We sat on the sand and a boy took her hand, but I saw th e sunri se as a
man ?
11

Answer: Summer (the first time), Bobby Goldsboro
91.49%

3

20 points

Question: The Clearwater Marine Aquarium in Florida rec ently helped an aquatic animal
that survived a seagull attack. It had become a celebrity and even had its
own webcam alter receiving extensive news coverage. What kind of animal
was rescued and what name was given to it during its short stay at th e CMA?
Answer: Cheeto (the Lucky ) Seahorse

27 .66 %

4

45 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 13: This scu lpture re sided in an arboretum in a
family estate located across the pond that was converted to a ho spital and is
now a hotel. What is the name of this hotel?
Answer: Bosworth Hall

95.74%

5

25 points

Question: Please give us the last verse of the Fireman 's Pra yer.
Answer: "If according to your will, I have to lose m y life, Bless w ith yo ur protecting
hand, my children and my wife"

4.26%

6

60 points

Question: What is the name of the big screen bar whose second floor was a speakeasy
and now is just used for sto ring things like William's World Series and
Gottlieb 's Sittin Pretty pinball machines?
Answer: McGinty's

72.34%

7

30 points

Question: On Kirby Puckett farewell night at the Metrodome, fans broke a wo rld record
that Yankee fans accomplished three weeks prior, but the Minnesota fans
didn't get official credit for it. What record are we referring to?
Answer: Most people simulta neously doing the Macarena

23.40 %

8

35 points

Question: You were cast in Mad Max and you have gone to pick up The Nightrider. If
you wanted to get fresh meat while there you'd visit the butcher. Please give
us the name of the town butchers.
Answer: A.L Dunne, W.J. Dunne

85.11%

9

20 points

Question: What item helps Brendan Fraser's character defeat Dwayne Johnson 's
character and send him and his army back to hell?
Answer: Spear of Osiris

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 27
40.43 %

60 po ints

Question: Six Japanese -America ns were allo wed t o leave internm ent camps to contin ue
their educat ion at St. Clou d St ate du ring Wo rl d War Two. Please give us the
first and last names of any fo ur of th ese six students.
Answer: Ai ko Kawashi m a, Azusa Tsun eyoshi , Emi (Jane) Matsumoto, Grayce Kaneda,
Haru ko ( Ruth) Matsushit a, Ma ske Miya ke

93.62%

2

10 points

Question: What is the given name for the track arena used in indoor bicycle racing,
Answer: velodrome

61. 70%

3

20 points

Question: When David 's posh wife is sporting a pair of Airmax shoes and post s it on
Twitter to her nearly 13 million follo w ers, two goddesses are represent ed in
that picture . Goddesses of what?
Answer: Victory

17. 02%

4

50 points

Question: This Beatie released a song for this community that ended up becoming one
of their wishes. Please give us the name of the song he wrote for t he
community.
Answer: Hope for the Future

70.21%

5

30 points

Question: Years ago, Atari was willing to give one of the Deathly Hallows away, but
they ran out of time and money. What unfinished game would have allowed
you a chance to acquire it7
Answer: Swordquest Airworld

4.2 6%

6

100 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the small screen columnist who writes for
City News, believes flag burners should be deported and has his ma il sent to
Utopia Road, Shell Beach, California 91243?
Answer: Murray Murray

76.60%

7

25 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06747: Please give us the first and last name of the former
Olympian heard here who was in a band, but was booed off the stage during
their one and only paid gig. She probably should have been banned for life
from singing karaoke too.
Answer: Tonya Harding

19 .15 %

8

35 points

Question: This short clip first aired in October of 1992 and would later go on to become
a big screen working film. Please give us the name of the short film t hat
shares the name with the movie.
Answer: Office Space

9 1.49%

9

20 points

Question: What were the five classes of high school football in Minnesota in 1980?
Answer: A, B, C, AA, 9 Man

KVSC Trivia - Questions fo r Hour 28
60 po ints

0 .00 %

Q uest io n : Thi s Nuka Cola compan y boa sts "You see, we' re people j ust li ke you . Except
fo r her , becau se she's we ird. " You can find her sig natu re j ust above th is
message from the other company . Plea se give us t he name of t he othe r
company and the first name of the person w ho is weird .
Answe r: Jones Soda, Gina

63.83 %

2

15 points

Question: Aud io Trivia #06749 : Wha t m ashup character is heard here 7
Answer: Ca rl Poppa

85.11 %

3

20 poi nts

Question: There is an animal doctor in Florida w ho shares her name with a popu lar
vid eo game character . Pl ease give us t hat name no w .
Answer: Lara Croft

63 .83 %

4

40 poi nts

Question: Audio Tri v ia # 0673 7 : In June of 2014 w hat di d thi s Canad ian weathe r person
report w as falling from the sky?
Answer: Pi zza

19.1 5 %

5

30 point s

Question : 2019 Visual Tri v ia Numbe r 16: What is th e brand name of the prod uct t hat
uses thi s image in print adverti sing ?
Answer: Zy rtec

61.70%

6

9 0 points

Question: Who se 2013 big screen high school yearb ook has a panda bear on the cover
shooting a rainbow out of its mouth?
Answer: No rth Gatew ay High

8 2 .98%

7

3 0 po ints

Question: While working on a painting of a br idg e, t his big screen Ru ssian spy retrieves
a unique nickel left for him. Upon returning to hi s room, we see him carefully
open the nickel to reveal a coded messag e . When o pen ing the coi n, what is
t he name of the business pr inted on the m at chbook he uses7
Answer: Doc' s Mo bile Home Sal es

65. 96%

8

3 5 po ints

Question: Thi s 055 operative, w ho later went into culinary arts; was o n t his show t hat
did a segment dedicated to the potato . What were t he list of ing red ients used
in the third recipe on thi s show?
Answer: Potato , Butter, Oil , Pepper, Salt, Cream , Cheese

5 1. 06 %

9

· 20 poi nts

Question: What is the name of the v essel that helps tran sport fi ctio nal ch aract ers
Pro fesso r Armstro ng and h is fian ce Sarah from East Berl in to Sweden?
Answer: Westgall

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 29
0.00%

60 points

Question: This Trumpgame features trams and trolley buses. Please give us the name,
vehicle number and length for card number B4.
Answer: Bradford , 706, 8.29 m eters (or 27 point 2 feet)

97.87%

2

15 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06321 : Name the television show this audio clip is from.
Answer: South Park

82 .98%

3

20 points

Question: What company mascot was running for president in 2016 as a media stunt
around the same time his company was agreeing to pay a 12 million dollar
settlement because they lied?
Answer: Charlie Tuna

53.19%

4

50 points

Question: What is the name shirtless Pat O'Brien gave hi s former wife when he painted
her as part of the DC universe?
Answer: Slime Woman

65.96%

5

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06319: Please tell us what this teacher ha s her degree in .
Answer: Entomology

23.40%

6

60 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06323: Name the television series thi s audio clip is from.
Answer: Ripping Yarns

53.19%

7

30 points

Question: There was a presidential poster on the side of a building in a movie starring
Macaulay Culkin. What president and vice president are displayed on that
wall?
Answer: Richard Nixon, Spiro Agne w

57.45%

8

35 points

Question: The Lemonade Concert and Art Fair is a long-time St. Cloud State tradition,
yet it did not initially go by that name. What was its original name and what
wa s the occasion for the event?
Answer: Campus Mall American Festival Day, dedicate the recentl y opened Atwood
campus mall

95.74%

9

20 points

Question: What was the first movie in which Andy Griffith playe d a part?
Answer: A Face in the Crowd

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 30 first half hour
40 points

8 5 .11%

Question: Audio Trivia #06301: What is the first and last name of the person heard
here?
Answer: Steve Martin

91.49%

2

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06302: Please tell us the duo respon si ble for the audio heard
here.
Answer: Cheech and Chong

82.98%

3

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06303: Who is the duo heard here?
Answer: Hudson and Landry

78.72%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06304: Please tell us the first and last name of the person
heard here giving life advice.
Answer: Norman Rose

76.60%

5

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06305: What is the first and last name of the person heard
here?
Answer: Lenny Bruce

74.47%

6

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06306: Please tell us the duo heard here .
Answer: Smothers Brothers

76.60%

7

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06307: What is the name of the character heard here?
Answer: Father Guido Sarducci

85.11%

8

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06308: Are you tired? Are you sick? If not, then tell us what
show would you have heard this.
Answer: Monty Pythons Flying Circus

91.49%

9

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06309 : What is the first and last name of the person heard
here who gave so much with so little?
Answer: Robin Williams

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 30 second half

9 5. 74%

10

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06310: What is the first and last name of the person heard
here?
Answer: Rodney Dangerfield

8 5 .11 %

11

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06311 : Pl ease t ell us the first and last name of the person
heard here.
Answer: Lily Tomlin

34 .04%

12

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06312 : What is the first and last name of the person heard
here?
Answer: Pat Paulson

72 .34%

13

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06313: Please tell us the first and last name of the person
heard here who really appreciated school.
Answer: Robert Klein

82.98%

14

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06314 : What is the name of the group heard here?
Answer: Kids in the Hall

80 .85 %

15

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06315: Please tell us the first and last name of the perso n
heard here.
Answer: George Carlin

91.49%

16

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06316: What is the first and last name of the person heard
here who doesn't want you to take him literally?
Answer: Ron White

82.98%

17

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06317: Please tell us the first and la st name of the person
heard here .
Answer: Bob Newhart

82.98%

18

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06318: From what television show would you find thi s
educationa l piece?
Answer: Rick and Morty

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 31
6.38%

60 points

Question : Character Trevor Loomis is electrocuted and dies w hile plugging in his
electric guitar. He finds himse lf in a hel lish prep academ y. Please give us the
names of t he two teams that compete against each other when he goes to
gy m class.
Answer: Devi l Dogs, Team of t he Dam ned

89. 36%

2

10 points

Question : On whose 2017 album co ver wi ll you find him sitting on t he Can ad ian
National Tower?
Answer: Drake

55 .32%

3

20 po ints

Question: Please give us the name of the third student newspaper publi shed for th e
campus of St. Cloud State and the month , day and year of its first issue
release .
Answer: Chronicle; September 19, 1924

12.77%

4

40 points

Question: What are the ca ll letters of the television station that w as first to film a
murder trial in progress and t hen use that footage later in their nightl y
broadcast?
Answer: KSTP

91.49 %

5

30 points

Question: In honor of its fortieth ann iversary, we would like to know w ho is res ponsible
for monitoring Highway 9 Sector 26 in Mad Max, according to what is
displayed .
Answer: Main Farce Patrol

17.02%

6

100 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06320: What co llege ha s made this student lose all rational
thought?
Answer: Miskatonic University

51.06%

7

30 points

Question: According to the Disney Adventures Kids magazine, Lou Costello doubled for
an eye opening thespian . Please give us the name of the Thespian Lou
Costello doubled for .
Answer: Dolores Del Rio

87 .23%

8

3 5 points

Question: This Wisconsi n native, who died at the age of 29 , proved that he is probably
the most deadly dentist ever. He even picked up a medal for killing almost
100 men in one afternoon. What is the first and last name of thi s Dentist of
death?
Answer: Ben Salomon

74.47 %

9

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the sesquipedalian who took a backseat on
November 19, 1863?
Answer: Edward Everett

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 32
0.00 %

1

70 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06713: Preparing for his date, Gary the Gravedigger has the
music playing, the candles burning and the boxed wine ready, but she was
not the one knocking on hi s door. Please give us the last name of the madefor-television character who was.
Answer: Bennett

80.85%

2

10 points

Question: The insides of puffball and stinkhorn fungi are called this . If you don't believe
us, ask Ross and Rachel's daughter. It was her first word. What word are we
talking about?
Answer: gleba

23.40%

3

20 points

Question: This veteran t-shirt line has an image of a rooster in a motorcycle helmet .
What are the words above and below the image on this T-shirt>
Answer: Stunt Cock

44 .68%

4

40 points

Question: In what year was the fortieth printing done for the handbook found in the
movie Beetlejuice>
Answer: 1869

63 .83%

5

25 points

Question: What was the name of the ship Caroline Mytinger boarded out of Austra lia on
her way to go headhunting in the Solomon Islands?
Answer: Mataram

31.91 %

6

60 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 24: You can find me on page 23 of what
Minnesota high school yearbook? City and yea r, please.
Answer: Aitkin, 1952

80 .85%

7

30 points

Question: After big screen character Charlie Thurber plays the wo rd "chug" in a
Scrabble game, his father plays a word . What w as this wo rd?
Answer: Quixotic

82.98%

8

35 points

Question: The World Meteorological Organization recentl y named several new specia l
types of clouds. One name was given to clouds that form during forest fi res
and another was given to man-made clouds that are clearly observed to
have originated specifically as a consequence of human activity. Please give
us the general terms for these two types of clouds .
Answer: Flammagenitus, Homogenitus

76.60%

9

20 points

Question: The fl ag for this state mentions two precious metal s, but yo u can only read
them if you took a foreign language class. What state are we referring to?
Answer: Montana

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 33
60 points

2. 13%

Question : This band took the high road on their live recording. On a rel ease cover ,
there happens to be a modification of a well-know n Minnesota compan y 's
logo. Who is the band and what does the logo no w sa y?
Answer: AC/ DC , Best Bud

80.85 %

2

10 points

Question: This paper ad shows a rooster cro w ing and a hen looking proud of herself
over an egg that ju st hatched. The tag line states "Rea ll y worth crowing
about." Name the product and flavor.
Answer: Lifesavers Chaco Mint

87.23%

3

20 points

Question: This member of royalty was always interested in astroph ysics . In the midseventies he decided to take some time to enjoy life, see the wo rld and pla y
some tunes . In 2008 he finally got his Ph. D. in astrophysics. Please gi ve us
first and last name of this royal star gazer.
Answer: Brian May

63.83%

4

40 points

Question: At St. Cloud States semi-centennial celebration, past graduates gave three
minute reminiscences of their time attending the universi t y, including one
from the first graduating class. Please give us that persons first and last
name .
Answer: Elizabeth Barnes or Eliza beth Wilder

61.70 %

5

25 points

Question: The soft chocolate candies that come in a hard round outer shell have a
mascot who got a new look, which includes one less candy-shaped body part
that it holds in its hand proudly. What is the name of this candy?
Answer: Sixlets

14.8 9%

6

70 points

Question: Audio Tri via # 06722: In this show-within-a -s how, what is the name of the
actor who played the actor who played the doctor that was afflicted with thi s
not-so-super power? First and last name please.
Answer: Tom Stern

42.55 %

7

30 points

Question: Please give us the city and country of the venue that had the largest live
crowd ever for a Rick Springfield concert.
Answer: Nurburg , (West) Germany

25.53 %

8

35 points

Question: In a recent comic that sho ws Batman 's unmentionable, what is the name of
the Minnesota band that is printed in the storyline?
Answer: Collective Unconscious

57.45%

9

20 points

Question: The author of "A Clockwork Orange, " stated in an essay that he was inspired
by a German silent film. Thi s same film was featured in a 1980's music video
by a regal British quartet. Please give us the name of the film and the name
of the music video it was featured in.
Answer: Metropolis, Radio GaGa

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 34
60 points

57.45%

Questio n: Together a ho r ror fi lm actor and a famo us stand-in guitarist with an affinity
for chicken fo rm ed a band in 1995 . Please give us the name of thi s band and
the rea l na m es of the lead si nger and guitarist.
Answ e r : Cornbugs , Bill Moseley, Brian Car roll

8 7 .23%

2

10 points

Question: What countr ies calling code is 40 7
Answer: Romania

82 .98%

3

20 points

Question: Even though Stefani Germanotta is making her mark in the enterta inment
world, she fondly remembers the school she grew up in. Plea se gi ve us th e
name of the school and the borough in wh ich it is located .
Answer: Convent of the Sacred Heart, Manhattan

40.43 %

4

45 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06723: Please give us the titles of the three television shows
this song is affiliated with.
Answer: Dark Skies, The Pretender, Profiler

38.30%

5

25 points

Question: Which University managed to advertise their school to ov er 30 million
viewers of a televised football game with the help of the students in
attendance back in the early 1960's?
Answer: California Institute of Technology

42.55 %

6

80 points

Question: The Orange Art Association currently meets in the Commun it y of Chri st
Church, but what was the name of the establishment they originally held
their meetings?
Answer: Bowers Museum

38.30%

7

30 points

Question: According to the director, which movie character was going to be the James
Bond of Sword and Sorcery in the 1980's?
Answer: Hawk the Slayer

5 1.06%

8

35 points

Question: For this math runaround, take the high score from Fix it Felix Jr in t he movie
Wreck it Ralph and add it to the high score from Karate Champ in the movie
Bloodsport. Take that number and add it to the high score from Ms. Pacman
from the television series Scrubs. Take that number and divid e it by th e
number of years this contest has been around . The sum of the digit s of that
number corresponds with a previous contest . Please give us the t heme to
that contest now .
Answer: Trivia Storm 50 Hours of Torrential Trivia

55 .32 %

9

20 points

Question: What is the first and last name of the person in the Woody Allen film
Manhattan who not only sta rred as herself but was on the cover of a Life
magazine? What the heck, give us the month day and year of that
publication as well.
Answer: Bella Abzug ; June 9, 1972

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 35
8.51 %

60 points

Question: Audio Tri v ia # 06727 : Please give us the name of the book whose alternate
title plays out in the audio heard here.
Answer: Lolita

74.47%

2

10 points

Question: What bird was the only one in the ingred ients list for the witch's cauldron in
Macbeth?
Answer: owl OR owlet

8 5.11 %

3

20 points

Question: On June 9, 1972, the Illinois House of Representati ves made a proclamation
to recognize one of their cities as the hometown of a superhero . Pl ease give
us the name of the city to receive this honor. ( Plea se note we are not aski ng
for the Hometown of the alter ego)
Answer: Metropolis

57.45%

4

45 points

Question: During World War One, over 240 Saint Cloud State alum, students, staff, and
faculty, both male and female, served in the military. Three of those 240 did
not return home alive. Who were they? First and la st nam es please .
Answer: Clarence Barry , Claude Campbell, Petrus Liljedahl

40.43%

5

30 points

Question: Two dollars may not seem like a lot of money but that doesn't sto p t hi s actor
from a popular Christmas movie. Please give us the first and last name of
this actor on two w heels.
Answer: Yano Anaya

4.26 %

6

80 points

Question: While this comic book superhero was checking in at the lodge, a si gn behind
her tells us Ole Olesson will be playing hi s organ in the lounge tha t night.
The next panel shows a trio of villains-for- hire sitting in the loung e where we
find out Lena is in charge of the kitchen . What is the name of the fictional
Minnesota lake w here this lodge is located?
Answer: Mackachifahoo

40.43 %

7

30 points

Question: Thi s Canadian sports team used to play its games at an arena in Minnesota
that was known for its acrylic. Both the arena and the team have undergone
some changes. Please give us the current name of thi s sports team.
Answer: Manitoba Moose

65.96%

8

35 points

Question: This documentary series currently ends their introduction with three sp oken
words. The first two are unparalleled and untold . What is the third?
Answer: Unsung

8 2.9 8%

9

20 points

Question: In 2001 a small screen series premiered chronicling the Man of Steel as he
became a superhero . We wou ld like to know the mascot of the high school
this budding reporter attended.
Answer: Crows

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 36
70 points

4 6 .81%

Question: POP QUIZ 1 Over half a century ago, this Midwestern actor once had a radio
show and then went on to do voice acting in stop motion as well. In o ne of
the first animated shows he voice acted in , they added in a banjo fo r him .
Please give us the first and last name of this actor.
Answer: Burl I v es

76 .60 %

2

15 points

Question: Oscar Meyer has the Weinermobile. What does Chubby Checker have?
Answer: Checkerlicious Express

76.60%

3

20 points

Question: In 2015, according to setlist.fm, Counting Crows played in Montreal. Please
give us the name of stadium and t he number eight so ng on their set list .
Answer: Metropolis, Mercury

48.94%

4

45 points

Question: For Saint Cloud States 2015-2016 school year, what did the names Michael,
Matthew and Emily have in common?
Answer: most popular first names of students at SCSU

51.06%

5

30 points

Question: This doctor has a chipped tooth from an elementary school accident, he r
favorite color is purple and she graduated from Boston University. What is
the first and last name of this TV character?
Answer: Jordan Cavanaugh

19.15%

6

70 points

Question: Fruit and Vegetable Alphabet Songs is the record cued up on the player
console in the living room of what Saint Paul establishment?
Answer: Can Can Wonderland

31.91 %

7

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06714 : Please give us the first and last name of the actor
heard here.
Answer: Christopher Lloyd

48 .94%

8

35 points

Question: Please give us the first and last names of the first five inductees into the
Wheelchair Sports Hall of Fame .
Answer: Alonzo Wilkins, Ben Lipton, Ron Stein , Tim Harri s, Tim Nugent

76 .60%

9

20 points

Question: What is the frequency and call letters of the fictional Harrison Cougar Radio?
Answer: 88.6 FM , WXYO

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 37
60 points

17.02%

Question: Audio Trivia # 06735 : What is the name of the MTV show thi s is an intro for7
Answer: Superock

48.94%

2

15 points

Question: Odin watches over a Saint Cloud State building. Plea se give us the first and
last name of the person who created it and the building it graces.
Answer: Roger Schwitalla , Kiehle (Visual Arts Center)

65.96%

3

20 points

Question: This group of lions has a lion, lioness and t w o cubs, one big and one little.
Most of the time you may only hear them blowing off steam . In what
national park can you find them?
Answer: Yel lowstone

34.04%

4

40 points

Question: On the small screen, two Travelers exited a theater having just watched a
popular 1980's movie about time travel. A third Traveler meets th em outside
to explain his transgression with the current time line. What was the name of
the movie and the actor starring in it, according to the marquee?
Answer: Back to the Future, Eric Stoltz

61.70%

5

25 points

Question: What was the name of the big screen waitress that brought Del Presto n his
coffee at a quaint little donut shop in Illinois?
Answer: Pam

36.17%

6

80 po ints

Question: At a young age, this future spy writer would go to the bus stop and cry,
saying he lost his bus fare . After successfully running the con three times for
three nickels, he headed to the theatre looking for a couple not wearing
wedding rings. He would approach the man with the money and ask him if he
wou ld buy a ticket to a show he is not allowed to see. The man would always
get the ticket because his date would be studying his reaction to that
question. What is the first and last name of this person who decided early on
he had a knack for espionage and recruiting?
Answer: David Morrell

0.00%

7

30 points

Question: When Mike Slappey advertised in Billboard Magazine, what Daily Variety
review did he include with his ad7
Answer: "A singer with a great voice and sparkling personality "

0.00 %

8

35 points

Question: What is the name of the fictional business that advertises it ha s done 3501
evil deeds to date on its sign?
Answer: Rancor Industries

82 .98%

9

20 points

Question: What are the four houses of !lvermorny School of North America?
Answer: Horned Serpent, Wampus, Pukwudgie, Thunderbird

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 38
60 points

25 .53 %

Question: As part of St. Cloud States centennial celebration, four historic signs were
placed around campus, each sign having a different topic. Please give us the
full name of the person who was the topic for the only sign that has since
been re moved .
Answer: Jane Grey Swisshelm

78.72%

2

10 points

Question: What time is it according to Iron Maiden and, more rece ntly, the Bul letin of
the Atomic Scientists?
Answer: Two Minutes To Midnight

68 .09%

3

20 points

Question: When Ruth B's Lost Boy was peaking on the Billboard top 100, wha t other
artist was climbing the charts with a song that was inspired from t he works
of J. M. Barrie?
Answer: Kelsea Ballerini

42.55 %

4

45 points

Question: It's an AC/DC fight and someone has to brake this runaway train.
Fortunately, one of the combatants already invented one . Who was it, first
and last name, and what was the patent number of the ir first one?
Answer: George Westinghouse, 88929

46 .81%

5

30 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06726: In a movie while this song is playing, there are two
people dancing, but supposedly only one is there to audition . Give us the
character names of those two.
Answer: Shirley Mulholland, Leroy Johnson

29.79%

6

60 points

Question: This military General was portrayed on television by an actor who was in the
movie Tombstone and shared the same first and last name as a decorated
Korean war veteran and a Vice Admiral. Please give us the first and la st
name of this general.
Answer: James Mattis

29.79%

7

25 points

Question: What television cop exploited the RICO act to acquire his expensive
transportation?
Answer: Sonny Crockett OR James Crockett

46.81%

8

35 points

Question: There are two parts listed in this Missouri-based auto parts company's
inventory that are always out of stock and cannot be ordered. Please give us
the make and model of car they are made for.
Answer: DeLorean DMC-12

46.81%

9

20 points

Question: This Saturday morning guitar playing detective was first featured in Archie
comics . The cartoon depicted the guitarist and friends solving cases involving
criminals, mad scientists or spies, and of course playing music. Please give
us the first and last name of the real life model who was the inspiration for
this character.
Answer: Josette Decarlo OR Josie Decarlo

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 39
31.91 %

60 points

Question : Co mic strip Bucky has Hello Kitty number eight confiscated to pay for a doll.
What do ll is he paying fo r ? Pl ease be co m plete .
Answer: Oregon St ate Benny Beave r

76. 60%

2

10 points

Question: What is the name of the antihero in the mo vie Santa Claus is comi ng to
Town?
Answer: Burgermeister Meisterburger

85 .11 %

3

20 points

Question: In the pages of Captain Underpants, what does GOP stand for?
Answer: grouchy old people

85 .11 %

4

40 points

Question: Audio Tri via #06738: Please give us the name of this instru ctional song .
Answer: Poop Song

55.32%

5

30 points

Question: If you grew up playing Mario on the NES, you might have noticed you can
play as a Japanese fairy tale creature. What is this creature called? Sp elling
counts.
Answer: Tanuki

2.13 %

6

60 points

Question: I n a page out of this illu strated children 's book, no birds are seen pointing to
Yonder Ville, but two similar birds are pointing to the road that leads to
Wo nderville, which is next to a road that looks nothing like the Wonderv ille
road. What book are we talking about?
Answer: No Two Alike

48.94%

7

30 po ints

Question: He is blue and she is not. She can swim and he cannot. He w as created in a
lab and she was not. She is from Earth and he is not . Please gi ve us the full
cha racter names of the two indi viduals w ho are trying to capture this said
male character.
Answer: Jumba Jookiba, Pleakl ey

63.83 %

8

35 points

Question: In the book "Office r Buckle and Gloria", what is safety tip number 70 ?
Answer: Always wear light co lored clothing at night

72.34%

9

20 points

Question: In the fortieth episode of My Little Pony Friendship is Magic, we find out one
of the ponies is a big fan of taffy because it gives you lots of nervous energy .
What is the full name of thi s pony?
Answer: Pinkamena Diane Pie

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 40
60 points

40.43%

Question: The Oregon Trail video game resurfaced on network television in 2012. High
scores were shown and Greenhorn Po sie Barkle rounded out the Oregon Top
Ten with 949 points. What name is first on this list and how many more
points did she have versus Posie 7
Answer: ROOT; 16,701

76.60%

2

10 points

Question: Porter Chemical and the A.C. Gilbert Company were responsible for putting
what radioactive element in the hands of children?
Answer: uranium

72 .34%

3

20 points

Question: This building is the only St. Cloud State University structure on the National
Register of Historic Places. Please tell us the name of this building as we ll as
the first and last name of the person who nominated it.
Answer: Riverview, Bill Morgan

57.45%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06746 : Please tell us the name of t he product that makes this
so und .
Answer: SSP Racers

46.81%

5

30 points

Question: Since the divorce we see small screen Jerry at hi s apartment for the second
time. As he is heating up his pot pie, w hat is the time he enters on the
microwave?
Answer: 7 Minutes

4.26%

6

80 points

Question: Odell Beckham Jr. 's mother received an athletic scholarship duri ng her high
school career that was unique to her high school. Please give us the
complete name of that scholarship.
Answer: Mary Elston Borsgard (Scholarship)

57.45%

7

30 points

Question: The fictional Ace Tomato Company is located at number 1308 on a street in
Washington DC. As seen on the building , what business is located next door
at number 1304?
Answer: Berry's Produce

36.17%

8

35 points

Question: What is the title of the hip hop album that prominently feature s a hair pick
on the front cover and shares its name with an electric version of said pick?
Answer: Blowout Comb

59.57%

9

20 points

Question: One is a 65 year old fashion designer and the other is a 31 year old footballturned-baseball player and they share both a first name and an astro logy
si gn. Please give us that shared first name as well as the animal they share
in the zodiac.
Answer: Tim , lion

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 41
60 po ints

55.3 2%

Question: St . Cloud States first student newspaper describ ed in its pages the first
hockey game ever seen in St . Cloud and it was co mp ri sed of players from
the school. What w ere the names given to th e two teams that played that
day ?
Answer: Alphas , Omegas

8 5.11 %

2

10 points

Questio n: Sweden uses secretions from what animal to flavor their schnapps?
An swer: beaver

91.49 %

3

20 points

Question : This TV show was number four in the Nielsen Ratings from 1978-1979. By
the 1979-1980 season, it sl ipped to number 15. What show are we talking
about?
Answer: Happy Days

44.68%

4

45 points

Questi on: I am evil, t he Company Band wrote abo ut me, many look for me, and ev en
John Candy's character used me once. Who am J?
Answe r : Loc-Nar

53.19 %

5

30 points

Quest ion: In this movie, Jeff and Wa lter are argu ing over coffee and eventually Walter
says to nobody in pa rt icul ar that he is finishing his. As Jeff leaves, we see a
poster of a kid and a burger on it. Please tel l us what the poster says.
Answer: Home of Fat Boy Ham burgers

23.40%

6

80 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 15: Who did t his ceramic cup belong to, first and
last name, and w hy was it his prized possession?
Answer: El v in Homa n, He used it to eat w ith the entire time as a POW

68.09%

7

30 points

Question: This Saint Cloud State Distingu ished Alumni Award winner drew a popular
cartoon cha ract er for over 30 years. Please give us the first and last name of
this artist, the year he graduated from this fine establishment, and the main
character he drew in a comic stri p.
Answe r: Ra lph Heimd ahl, 1930, Bugs Bunny

63.83%

8

35 points

Question : Who won best new band at the Third Annual South Florida Rock Awards?
Answe r : Black Janet

80.85%

9

20 points

Question: Way back in the day, some people were tickled when they ordered this
product for $150, but they only came in what felt like mink, lynx or jaguar.
What was the name of this product?
Answer: Love Rug

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 42 first half hour

55.32%

1

40 points

Question: NO INCOMP LETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA A: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Harry, University of Washington

40.43 %

2

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA B: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Bob Marl in , Virginia Wesleyan University

74.47%

3

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA C: Please give us the name of thi s mascot and the institution t hey
represent .
Answer: Blaze, University of Alabama (at ) Birmingham

17.02%

4

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA D: Please give us the name of this mascot and the in stitution they
represent .
Answer: Pemi, Plymouth State University

19.15%

5

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA E: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Buster, Snow College

72.34%

6

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE, " "CO LLEGE, " OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA F: Please give us the name of thi s ma scot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Speedy, Evergreen State College

25.53%

7

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE, " OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA G: Please give us the name of the institution this mascot represents .
Answer: Vermont Technical College

27.66%

8

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA H: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Clash , University of Wisconsin (UW) - Oshkosh

59.57%

9

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA I : Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Roscoe, Angelo State University

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 42 second half hour

40.43%

10

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE ," "CO LLEGE, " OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA J: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Clyde, University of Colorado - Colorado Springs

40.43 %

11

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE, " "COLLEGE," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA K: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Willie, Eastern Connecticut State Universi ty

95.74%

12

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE, " "COLLEGE, " OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA L: Please give us the nam e of this mascot and the institution th ey
represent.
Answer: Artie, Scottsdale Community College

91.49%

13

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE, " "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA M: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Sebastian, University of Miami

72 .34%

14

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE," OR "U NIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA N: Please give us the name of the institution thi s ma scot represents.
Answer: Southern Maine Community College

57.45%

15

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA 0 : Please give us the name of this mascot and the in stitution they
represent.
Answer: Spartacus, Missouri Baptist University

95.74%

16

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA P: Please give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Cardinal Bird (Also Accept " Louie") , University of Loui sv ill e

87.23%

17

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "COLLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA Q: Please give us the name of this mascot and th e in stitution they
represent.
Answer: Jonathan, University of Connecticut

89.36%

18

40 points

Question: NO INCOMPLETES ON "STATE," "CO LLEGE ," OR "UNIVERSITY" VISUAL
TRIVIA R: Pl ease give us the name of this mascot and the institution they
represent.
Answer: Blizzard, St . Cloud State University

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 43
60 points

0 .00%

Question: What are the side effects of the fictional Loantrim , a fast-acting high- interest
reducer?
Answer: euphoria, tranquility, frequent bliss

93.62 %

2

15 points

Question: Please give us the first and last name of the actor who did a cover version of
the song 98 point 6 on his 1968 album .
Answer: Davi d McCallum

93.62%

3

20 points

Question: If you buy this stuffed animal for Valentine's Day, its name is Micah. Any
other day its name is Gary. From what toy line is he a part of?
Answer: Squishmallow

23.40%

4

40 points

Question: This brand of candy comes in two flavors and uses an advertising character
that could be the son of Robert Wadlow. This character's wardrobe colors
change and for the chocolate version, it looks like he bo rrowed from Odlaw's
closet. What candy are we referring to?
Answer: Long Boys

74.47%

5

30 points

Question: What is the name of the movie that ha s the Augean Cleaning Service
Incorporated taking care of tidying things up?
Answer: 3 Days of the Condor

17 .02%

6

70 points

Question: Hail to the Chief! This prominent 1980's St. Cloud State Alum sta rred in a
Wake Up America documentary that won a public access awa rd . Name topic
of that documentary and the first and last name of the alum who starred in
it.
Answer: cow tipping, Dave Kleis

59.57%

7

30 points

Question: What is the name of the business that big screen character Andre Devereaux
goes to find his associate Philipe Dubois?
Answer: Martinique Flower (Shop)

72.34%

8

35 points

Question: What stores mascot is a star wearing a sa nta hat and first appeared in 1999?
Answer: Bronner's Christmas Wonderland

82.98%

9

20 points

Question: Years ago, a Minneapolis company created the Comando-Scope for those
peeping tom kids in your neighborhood. What is the number of the P.O. Box
where this company gets their mail?
Answer: 242

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 44
78.72%

60 points

Question: What fictional book of non-fiction mentioned in a popular book of fiction was
described by the author's son as having t he same merit in literature as the
Sears Roebuck catalog?
Answer: A Sexual Su spect

97.87%

2

10 points

Question: What cartoon character debuted on November 25th, 19407
Answer: Woody Woodpecker

97.87 %

3

20 points

Question: What is the name of the agency that big screen character Derek Flint belongs
to> Give us the long version please .
Answer: Zonal Organization (for) World Intelligence (and) Espionage

57.45 %

4

40 points

Question: This actor became infamous for something he did in a theatre . Before this
event though, he was onstage once wi th his other acting siblings. Please give
us that location , name of the event, and name of the show they appeared in.
Answer: Winter Garden, Booth Benefit for the Shakespeare Statue Fund, Julius Caesar

78.72 %

5

30 points

Question: Small screen Parker Hollow used a book to keep the house from collapsing.
What was the full title of that book as well as the one that replaced it?
Answer: Dribble Queen The Holly Bell Story; Win, Lose, or Thai

27 .66%

6

60 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 21: This image was used on a stage pass during
Queen's Day at the Races Tour. What was the name of the company handing
out the passes?
Answer: Brimstone Productions

65.96%

7

30 points

Question: What word translates to 51 cats if you pull from Roman and Latin origins>
Answer: lifelines

89.36%

8

35 points

Question: Audio Trivia # 06733: This song was playing in the movie as the main
character was dancing angry in a warehouse. What was the rea l name of the
business this scene was shot in?
Answer: Geneva Steel

87.23%

9

20 points

Question: What is the name of the fragrance being represented by fictional character
Penelope Stern>
Answer: Youth

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 45
60

59.57%

points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 07: Please tell us the name of the Indiana high
school and city w here you would have found this ferocious lion attending.
Answer: La Salle, South Bend

100.00%

*

2

10 points

Question: In the song Do You Love Me, what two dances are mentioned >
Answer: mash potatoes, twist

91.49%

3

20 points

Question: At the Great Minnesota Get Together in 2017, each day highlighted a
different slice of what makes Minnesota great. What was August 29th
designated as>
Answer: Military Appreciation Day

72.34%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06720: Please give us the names of the two television
characters heard here.
Answer: Chewy, Griff

97.87%

5

25 points

Question: In the children's book Teach Us Amelia Bedelia, please tell us who the book
is dedicated to.
Answer: Miss Rose

4.26 %

6

60 points

Question: According to the local 930 Union May 1973 pocket agreement, certain jobs
rated certain wages. In schedule two, section A on page 17, besides stati ng
the pay rate at minimum scale is eight dollars sixty three cents per hour,
what other pay rate is listed>
Answer: 50 cents more than a journeyman

55. 32%

7

25 points

Question: In what month and year did all four Beatles first reunite on the top 40 charts
as separate acts>
Answer: December, 1974

46 .81%

8

35 points

Question: In the 1990's Life Savers put out a series of books meant to be hung on the
tree . Please tell us the title of book five .
Answer: The 12 days of Christmas

89.36%

9

20 points

Question: In the original Jurassic Park, what is the second to last grid turned back on
when the power is being restored?
Answer: T-Rex Paddock Fence

* - denotes tossed question

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 46
80 .85%

70 points

Question: POP QUIZ! In thi s 198 0 movi e, w hen Miles ca lls Joe at his office, he ma kes a
comment about collecting stamps . Now, while we can 't be sure, Joe may be
a Philatelist since on the w al l of hi s office are two large examples of postage
st amp s. The violet colored stamp is a three cent va riety fea t uring a
president . Who is on this stamp?
Answer: Abraham Lincoln

76.60%

2

10 points

Question: If you suck at gaming, don't worry. Developers w ant you to throw them
more money throughout the game so you get an advantage over those that
just want to play. What do they call this highly profitable way to play?
Answer: pay to win

93.62 %

3

20 points

Question: Douglas Sahm from the Sir Douglas Quintet declined a spot on the Grand Ole
Opry when he was 13. Why?
Answer: to finish junior high school

55.32%

4

40 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06730: Please give us the stage name of the person singing
here.
Answer: Mean Gene Okerlund

25 .53%

5

25 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 05: What is the title of the album this image is
taken from?
Answer: Where You Lay Your Head

12.77%

6

60 points

Question: According to television character Danny Partridge, what word is defined as "a
small elf-like creature found in Taiwan , often stuffed and made into
decorative lamps? "
Answer: Brogak

70.21%

7

25 points

Question: At the ripe old age of 14, this young man joins his first band called the Red
Mountain Boys. What big pop group did they later become?
Answer: Gerry and the Pacemakers

85.11%

8

35 points

Question : Arguably, one of the largest and greatest live performances by a Minnesotan
in recent history and it rains. Another group played along with them. Who
were they?
Answer: Florida A&M Marching Band

93.62 %

9

20 points

Question: Barbara Gordon works IT at Superhero High and gives Wonder Woman her
network password. What is it?
Answer: Oracle 1967

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 47
250 points

87 .23%

Question: Woodstock lost the secret playbook. What was his punishment?
Answer: 20,000 laps (around the field)

97. 87%

2

10 points

Question: In Disney 's wo rld, the sequel was called 102 Dalmatians. In Dodie Smith's
wo rld , what was the sequel called?
Answer: The Starlight Barking

85.11 %

3

20 points

Q ue stio n: Audio Trivia # 06718 : What is the name of the band heard in this audio clip?
Answ er: Knute Trishan

34.04%

4

40 points

Qu estion: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 06: According to Fisher-Price, these fo ur dolls are
always solt and huggable. Please give us their names now.
Answe r: My Friend Jenny, Baby Solt Sound, My Sleepy Baby , My Friend Man dy

78.72%

5

25 points

Q uestio n : As Milo is showing Aimee and Doyle around the school, the PA system
announces that there would be a spine tingling ho rror mov ie being presented
by the film society. Please tell us the name of that film.
A nswer: I was a Teenage Human

70.21%

6

80 points

Que stion: What cu linary New York Times Bestseller is simply dedicated, to Nancy? Full
title please.
An swe r: Kitchen Confidential , Adventures in the Culinary Underbelly

55.32%

7

25 points

Questio n : In this cartoon , Frank Foobar from Bells and Whistles computers has an AD
HOC for sale and the CPU is quite unusual. What does CPU stand for in this
AD HOC computer?
Answ e r: Coffee Perco lation Unit

80.85%

8

35 points

Q ue sti o n: In the original big screen classic, what is the la st name of the other perso n
who shares the first floor of the Portland Mansions w ith Richard Han na y?
Answer: Cunningham

91.49%

9

20 points

Q uestion: Molly from Thomas t he Tank Engine looks a lot like the character on the
original logo for a certa in record label, which was based on another train.
What label are we referring to?
An swe r: (The ) Rocket Record Company

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 48
250 points

23.40%

Question: I f you we re co unted among t he very lucky ones to have a ticket to the
"Bears' 'wreck-we' -u m" homecom ing dance in 1969, then you sho uld be able
to tel l us w hat Minnesota High Sch oo l you were at and the name of the
popu lar band that played .
Answer: Still water, Th e Turtles

93.62 %

2

10 po ints

Question: Daredevil is to Columbia University as Batman is to w here'
Answer: Yale

87.23 %

3

20 points

Question: Audio Trivia #06709 : Pl ease give us the name of thi s artist performing here.
Answer: Biship Bullwinkle

0.00 %

4

40 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 02: This company with the quickest service,
competitive prices and quantity discounts says they will do almost anything
for you, including climbing a greased pole. What is the name of thi s company
that has their headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri?
Answer: Aylward Products

70 .21 %

5

30 points

Question: This actor, whose stage name comes from a Minnesota Viking , starred
opposite Omar Epps in what movie'
Answer: Higher Learning

6 .38%

6

60 points

Question: From their one and only album, this duo is seen on the co ver holding a guitar
and a homemade instrument made from a drum and three coffee cans . What
is the name of this duo w ho got their start in television?
Answer: Lenny and the Squigtones

65.96%

7

25 points

Question: Thi s cartoon clown wasn't the first to sing this song but gave a powerful
performance with one of his sidekicks. Please give us the first and last name
of the artist who originally sang it.
Answer: Glynis Johns

46.81%

8

35 points

Question : Please give us the stage name of the former Star Search winner who had her
own reality show and her own record label named after her children.
Answer: Shanice

85.11 %

9

20 points

Question: Many golfers, both professional and non-professional , travel great distances
to play golf at prestigious courses, but this person puts them all to shame .
Please give us the first and last name of the person who tra v eled the
greatest distance to play some golf.
Answer: Alan Shepard

KVSC Trivia - Questions fo r Hour 49
25D points

46.81%

Question: What are the nine species of amphibians of the order Anura pictured in
Disney's 1995 Yearbook?
Answe r : Barking tree frog, Bullfrog, Darwi n's frog, Dumpy tree frog, European tree
frog, Pygmy Marsupia l frog, Red-eyed tree frog, Tomat o frog, Yellow poison
dart frog

95.74%

2

1D po ints

Question: If you have a triangle and angle Bi s 90 degrees and angl e A is 1.9 deg rees,
w hat is angle of C7
Answer: 88. 1 degrees

87 .23%

3

20 points

Question: Big Screen characters Gary and his friend Mary- Ann are headed for Ca lifo rn ia
for the Christma s holiday. Along for the ride are Alison and Walter. What
bumper sticker do we see on the back of Gary Cooper's car?
Answer: I Love E.T. OR I Heart E.T .

70.21%

4

40 points

Question: This board game , released in 1957, asked you t o sea rch your subconscio us
to answer questions like if you will be a success, if y ou should bu y no w, will
you get a raise or will tomorro w be your lucky day. What is the full ti t le of
that game?
Answer: Psychoboard with Mystic Crystal Ball

89.36%

5

25 points

Question: In their video version of the Summer of '69, what did Bryan Adam s and his
band use as the weapon of choice when they broke into the wa rehouse?
Answer: apples

42. 55%

6

60 points

Question: 2019 Visual Trivia Number 03 : Please give us the full name of th is fur ry
skating friend .
Answer: Inky Dinky

9 1. 49%

7

25 points

Question: According to the lyrical talents of Hines, Weston , Bobbit, Brown an d Wesley,
was is my knee bone connected to?
Answer: my hardy-har-har-har

74.47%

8

35 points

Question: After presenting Bob Watson with a new watch to commemorate scoring the
one millionth run in major league baseball , Seiko Time Corporation predi cted
the year the two millionth run will be scored. In what year did they predict
this feat would happen?
Answer: 2042

44. 68%

9

20 points

Question: Along Interstate 94, a lone "car accident" from 2012 is still the re t o this da y.
On the side of the car is an advertisement. What business is it ad verti si ng ?
Answer: Nick's Repair and Exhaust

KVSC Trivia - Questions for Hour 50
21.28%

250 poi nts

Question: 20 19 Visual Triv ia Number 20: What is the first and last name of t his
gen tl em an and t he na me of the alb um t his image appears on t he back of?
Answer: Joey Kl ine, Pomp and Circus Pants

93.62%

2

40 poi nts

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia # 06356: Who on your team ca n thi s arti st not get out of
her head7
Answer: Rick Springfield

97. 8 7%

3

40 points

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia #06354: What is the name of the city in Wiscon sin where
the University of Stout is located 7 Skip wikipedia and let us help you figure it
out with this clip.
Answer: Menomonie

91,4g%

4

40 points

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia #06355: Only one of the individuals heard here can
actually carry a tune because he isn 't trying to play a guitar. What is his
mother's maiden name on the farm7
Answer: Mother Clucker

91.49%

5

40 points

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia #06357: What is the make of the car thi s man pulls up
with who is trying to spread his enthusiasm for this song7
Answer: Renault

97 .87 %

6

40 points

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia #06352: Please call in and tell us the name of the
Canadian weatherman who drew inspiration from this beauty .
Answer: Frankie MacDonald

95.74%

7

40 points

Question: It's A Small World after all. Call in and sing us the second verse . The more
the merrier.
Answer: There is just one moon And one golden sun, And a smile means Friendship to
everyone, Though the mountains divide And the oceans are wide, It's a small
world after all

97.87%

8

40 points

Question : 2019 Audio Trivia #06358: What is the name of this song7
Answer: Let It Go

91.49 %

9

40 points

Question: 2019 Audio Trivia #06351: Even though we just told you to let it go , we
cou ldn 't. As part of the cultural exchange, we gave away the Kardas hi ans for
the rights to this song. What would you have given away for this song?
Answer: Jim Gray
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